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The Official Ubuntu Book (7th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2012

	Ubuntu is a complete, free operating system that emphasizes ease of use, community, and support while enhancing speed, power, and flexibility. It is designed for everyone from computer novices to experts.


	This title serves a wide audience: novices who just want to test the waters and give Ubuntu a try,...
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The Art of Community: Building the New Age of ParticipationO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Online communities provide a wide range of opportunities for supporting a cause, marketing a product or service, or building open source software. The Art of Community helps you recruit members, motivate them, and manage them as active participants. Author Jono Bacon offers experiences and observations from his 14-year effort...
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Moving to Ubuntu LinuxAddison Wesley, 2006
Discover Ubuntu, Today’s Hottest Linux

Everyone’s talking about Ubuntu—it’s not just 100% free, it’s the most useful, practical desktop Linux ever! Now, Linux expert Marcel Gagné reveals Ubuntu’s amazing power and helps you migrate from Windows faster than you ever thought...
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Beginning Ubuntu LTS Server Administration: From Novice to Professional, Second EditionApress, 2008
Beginning Ubuntu LTS Server Administration, Second Edition is the touchstone companion book for anyone implementing Ubuntu LTS Server. Author Sander van Vugt introduces the most recent server edition of Ubuntu Linux, the most popular Linux distribution, to power users, system administrators, and programmers and...
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Ubuntu Linux Toolbox: 1000+ Commands for Ubuntu and Debian Power UsersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Explore a ton of powerful Ubuntu Linux commands   

   This handy, compact guide teaches you to use Ubuntu Linux as the experts do: from the command line. Try out over 1000 commands to find and get software, monitor system health and security, and access network resources. Apply skills you learn from this book to use and...
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A Practical Guide to Ubuntu LinuxPrentice Hall, 2007
Ubuntu Linux is a state-of-the-art operating system, and you need a book that’s just as advanced. Along with being the most comprehensive reference to installing, configuring, and working with Ubuntu, A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux® also provides extensive server coverage you won’t find in any...
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Ubuntu 7.10 Linux Unleashed, 3rd EditionSams Publishing, 2008
Welcome to Ubuntu 7.10 Linux Unleashed! This book covers the free Linux distribution named Ubuntu and includes a fully functional and complete operating system produced by the Ubuntu Community, sponsored by Canonical Software.

Ubuntu directly descends from one of the oldest and most revered Linux distributions ever: Debian. Those of you...
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Ubuntu Unleashed 2011 Edition: Covering 10.10 and 11.04 (6th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2010

	We are pleased to present the 2011 edition of Ubuntu Unleashed. Ubuntu is a Linux-based computer operating system that has taken the world by storm. From its humble beginning in 2004, Ubuntu has risen to be the vanguard of desktop Linux, as well as a popular choice for servers.


	 
...
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Getting Started with MariaDBPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to use MariaDB to store your data easily and hassle-free


	Overview

	
		A step-by-step guide to installing and configuring MariaDB
	
		Includes real-world examples that help you learn how to store and maintain data on MariaDB
	
		Written by someone who has been involved with the...
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BeagleBone Robotic Projects (Community Experiences Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	Developer or hobbyist, you'll love the way this book helps you turn the BeagleBone Black into a working robot. From listening and speaking to seeing and moving, we'll show you how - step by step.


	Overview

	
		Get to grips with robotic systems
	
		Communicate with your robot and teach it to...
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Nginx: From Beginner to ProApress, 2016

	Teaches you to start up Nginx and quickly take your expertise to a level where you can comfortably work with various aspects of the web server and make informed design decisions for your web farm. Nginx powers more than 40% of the top 1000 websites and is among the handful of web servers that can handle more than 10K simultaneous connections....
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Ubuntu Unleashed 2012 Edition: Covering 11.10 and 12.04 (7th Edition) (7th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2012

	We are pleased to present the 2012 edition of Ubuntu Unleashed. Ubuntu is a Linuxbased computer operating system that has taken the world by storm. From its humble beginning in 2004, Ubuntu has risen to be the vanguard of desktop Linux, as well as a popular choice for servers.


	Ubuntu descends from one of the...
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